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Recent technological advancements have enabled the widespread application of simulations in organizations, particularly for training contexts. Two important simulation elements, environment and control, have often been shown to improve trainee outcomes. I
argue that environment and control are reliant on each other, and their combined effects
are explained by extending the Uncanny Valley Theory. The Uncanny Valley Theory proposes that individuals are comfortable with experiences that are very dissimilar or similar
to reality, but are uncomfortable with experiences that fall between these conditions. In
simulations, perceptions of realism are created through observations (environment) and
interactions (control). Users are comfortable with experiences when these elements are in
agreement; however, an Uncanny Valley effect may occur when these elements are in
disagreement. In the current article, two studies analyze the realism of environment and
control in predicting trainee reactions and learning outcomes. Both studies support the
extension of the Uncanny Valley Theory to simulations. Simulations with only “low” or
only “high” environment and control produce the greatest outcomes, and those with
mixed “low” and “high” elements produce the worst outcomes; however, trainees did not
differ in reactions to the simulations, indicating that the Uncanny Valley phenomenon in
simulations may operate subconsciously.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The popularity of digital simulations has greatly expanded with the advent of powerful computing technologies, and
researchers have repeatedly applied simulations for training and education purposes (Kapp, 2012; Pasin & Giroux, 2011;
Sitzmann, 2011). In 2012, the simulation training market generated $2.4 billion in revenue, and this ﬁgure is expected to
grow to $6.7 billion in 2017 (Adkins, 2013). Further, many business schools continue to use simulations for MBA education
purposes, providing effective and uniform instruction (Avramenko, 2012; Ben-Zvi, 2010). Given the widespread nature of
simulations, several authors have devised methods to improve student and trainee2 reactions, learning, and transfer. A recent
development is the integration of video game elements into simulations, spurred by the serious game and the gamiﬁcation
movements (Arnab et al., 2013; Botella et al., 2011).
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of the uncanny valley.

These movements propose that adding game elements to training programs may increase trainee enjoyment and motivation, and several typologies of game elements exist to identify (a) the individual elements, (b) their effects, and (c) relevant
theories (Bedwell, Pavlas, Heyne, Lazzara, & Salas, 2012; Djaouti, Alvarez, Jessel, & Rampnoux, 2011; Marne, Wisdom, HuynhKim-Bang, & Labat, 2012; Wilson et al., 2009). Among the most popular typologies is Bedwell et al. (2012), presenting
nineteen separate serious game elements determined through a literature review and empirical study. Despite the existence
of many game elements, the current article performs a focused investigation into two: environment and control.
Environment is the user's digital surroundings. In general, small and/or simple environments are considered “low”
amounts of environment, whereas detailed and/or expansive environments are considered “high” amounts of environment.
Alternatively, control is the permitted amount of user interaction with these surroundings. Basic forms of control, such as
observation alone, represents “low” amounts of control, whereas advanced forms of control, such as physical movement and
object manipulation, represents “high” amounts of control. Together, the nature of environment and control can greatly vary
from simulation to simulation.
Further, these two elements possess certain properties that are dissimilar to other elements, causing them to be extremely
important for research and practice. Many game elements only appear in certain typologies, raising concern about their
existence as a substantive element; however, every game element typology includes environment and control, providing
large support for their existence and potential impact in simulation programs (Bedwell et al., 2012; Djaouti et al., 2011; Marne
et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009). Also, environment and control are required elements of all simulations. Whereas other game
elements, such as mystery, may not be included at all, consideration must always be given to environment and control, and
any inferences about these two elements would impact all simulations. Lastly, as I propose, environment and control are
reliant on each other to improve learner outcomes, and their combined effects may be explained by the Uncanny Valley
Theory (Gray & Wegner, 2012; Mori, MacDorman, & Kageki, 2012; Saygin, Chaminade, Ishiguro, Driver, & Frith, 2011). The
Uncanny Valley Theory suggests that a positive relationship exists between animatronics’ humanness and observer favorability; however, a severe “valley” in observer favorability appears slightly before animatronics become indistinguishable
from humans, resulting in feelings of uneasiness and disgust (Fig. 1). Although this theory has largely been applied to animatronics, I argue that it is integral to many other human-computer interactions e particularly simulations.
In extending the Uncanny Valley Theory, I propose that trainees have certain expectations of simulations’ realism, largely
created through observations (environment) and interactions (control). When these elements are in agreement (i.e. both
“low” or both “high”), then users are comfortable with their experiences; however, when the elements are in disagreement
(i.e. one “low” and one “high”), an Uncanny Valley effect may occur, resulting in burdens to cognitive resources and reduced
learning outcomes. This paper reports two studies that aimed to test these claims and whether these effects occur consciously
or unconsciously.
The current investigation has many implications for simulations and other human-computer interactions. First, although
many authors have created game element typologies, these typologies are relatively new and largely theoretical (Bedwell
et al., 2012; Djaouti et al., 2011; Marne et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009). Research is needed to validate the importance of
individual elements, and this paper contributes towards ﬁlling this research gap. Second, many analyses of game elements
compare multiple simulations together, each with varying aspects of multiple game elements. In these cases, the most
effective simulation is identiﬁed, but the exact effective elements are largely unknown. Authors have called for more focused
empirical investigations to understand particular elements (Bedwell et al., 2012; Landers & Callan, 2011), and this research
heeds this call. Third, authors have likewise called for more sophisticated integration of theory into serious game research to
understand the dynamics of each element (Marne et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009). The studies reported in this paper
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investigate the mechanisms that cause the joint inﬂuence of environment and control, furthering the understanding of these
elements. Fourth and lastly, authors have called for new theories to be applied in simulation research, as many investigations
are atheoretical or often apply the same theories (Djaouti et al., 2011; Hatala, Cook, Zendejas, Hamstra, & Brydges, 2014).
Through extending the Uncanny Valley Theory, this paper presents a new theoretical perspective that can be applied in all
human-computer interaction research. Therefore, the current article has many implications for research and our understanding of simulations and human-computer interactions.

1. Background
1.1. Simulations, environment, and control
For decades, authors have sought more effective computer-based training (CBT) programs, in order to reduce costs and
improve outcomes (Hughes et al., 2013; Kenworthy & Wong, 2014; Leemkuil & De Jong, 2012; Pasin & Giroux, 2011). Initially,
CBT programs were relatively basic due to computing limitations, only presenting textual passages to trainees. Subsequent
CBT programs became increasingly sophisticated, including pictures, videos, post-tests, and even interactive elements. Today,
the most sophisticated CBT programs are simulations. Sitzmann (2011) deﬁnes simulations as, “instruction delivered via
personal computer that immerses trainees in a decision-making exercise in an artiﬁcial environment in order to learn the
consequences of their decisions” (p. 490). She also echoes Tennyson and Jorczak’s (2008) suggestion that the boundaries
between simulations and simulation games are undeﬁnable, and the two training methods should be considered interchangeable. I agree with these sentiments and deﬁne simulations as working, digital representations of reality that may or
may not include certain game elements. A simulation may be a basic representation of reality, such as numbers and text
meant to depict quarterly reports of companies. Alternatively, a simulation may be a complete reconstruction of reality,
including a complete digital environment that perfectly resembles actual locations with realistic user interaction (Sitzmann,
2011).
A growing number of organizations are using the latter, more advanced simulations, believing that cutting-edge technologies can provide better training outcomes. An important application of simulations occurs in the healthcare industry.
Hospitals regularly use realistic simulations to train doctors and surgeons in safe environments without life-threatening
consequences (Crecente, 2014; Heubl, 2015; Newman, 2014). The military also applies advanced simulations, allowing soldiers to practice dangerous activities with few dangerous consequences (Barrett, 2014; Mayton, 2014; Smith, 2014). Several
other industries have likewise applied advanced simulation programs for both white- and blue-collar occupations (Adkins,
2013; Aoki, Oman, & Natapoff, 2007; Choquet, 2008; Park, Jang, & Chai, 2006; Tate, Sibert, & King, 1997b, 1997a, pp.
61e68). Due to their growing application, researchers have also shown an interest in these advanced simulations.
In reviews and meta-analyses (Cook et al., 2013; Merchant, Goetz, Cifuentes, Keeney-Kennicutt, & Davis, 2014; Sitzmann,
2011), authors note that these more advanced technologies prompt better training outcomes than traditional training
methods (e.g. lecture, manual, etc.), but these authors also specify that great variation exists between simulation training
programs. That is, not all simulations have the same effects on outcomes e while some greatly enhance trainee reactions and
learning, others are inferior to traditional training methods. For this reason, these authors suggest that future research should
study the individual elements of simulations to identify the causes of simulation (in)effectiveness (Bedwell & Salas, 2010;
Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle, 2012; Cook et al., 2012).
As mentioned, an array of game and simulation element typologies have been created (Bedwell et al., 2012; Djaouti et al.,
2011; Marne et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2009), and each propose the existence of various elements. All of these typologies
include environment and control, which are necessary aspects of all simulations, and many authors have argued that environment and control are among the most inﬂuential elements on training success (Bedwell et al., 2012; Brewin et al., 2015;
Finan et al., 2012; Marne et al., 2012). Further, researchers have shown that simulations with “high” amounts of these two
elements perform well, although environment and control are almost always included with other elements in these tests
(Connolly et al., 2012; Michael & Chen, 2005; Ritterfeld, , Cody, , & Vorderer, 2009). While one cannot be certain, based on this
prior research, that environment and control are the causes of better simulation outcomes, these results nevertheless provide
initial support for the importance of environment and control beyond other game and simulation elements (Bedwell et al.,
2012; Marne et al., 2012).
Further, results such as these have caused authors to also call for studies on the interactions of game elements. While
individual elements have a large impact on simulation effects, no element exists in a vacuum. That is, each element has
moderators that interact to produce different effects from simulation to simulation; however, studies that pit entire simulations against other dissimilar simulations cannot provide information about interaction effects, as they do not include
sufﬁcient comparisons to detect such effects (Collins, Murphy, & Strecher, 2007, 2011). For this reason, more detailed investigations that analyze similar simulations with and without particular elements is needed to observe the elements’
interactions.
The current article heeds these calls of prior authors and provides direct inferences about the main effects and interaction
of two important elements, environment and control. In doing so, a novel theory is applied to understand their effects and
interaction, the Uncanny Valley Theory, thereby expanding the theoretical understanding of simulations and their elements.
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1.2. The Uncanny Valley Theory
The Uncanny Valley Theory was created for the study of animatronics by Masahiro Mori (Ho & MacDorman, 2010;
MacDorman, Green, Ho, & Koch, 2009; Mori et al., 2012; Saygin et al., 2011), but the theory has foundations in early concepts of the “uncanny” dating back to Jentsch (1906) and even Freud (1919/2003). Mori and subsequent researchers
repeatedly observed that individuals enjoy robots that are dissimilar to humans. In a modern example, most audiences ﬁnd
WALL-E, the popular Pixar character, as pleasant and unthreatening. In many cases, audiences even become strongly
empathetic of the non-human being, and they become comfortable with WALL-E's human-like mannerisms and desires
despite its obvious dissimilar appearance. Alternatively, individuals are repulsed by robots that approach a human-like
appearance but fall short. In the movie Terminator, the scenes meant to invoke the most fear and tension involve Arnold
Schwarzenegger slowly revealing more robotic qualities until he becomes a completely metallic humanoid. Lastly, individuals
are generally comfortable with robots that completely resemble humans, partially because they may even be unaware that
the robots are not human. Together, Mori's Uncanny Valley Theory proposes distinct reactions based on perceptions of realism
(Fig. 1).
Since its creation, the Uncanny Valley Theory has become among the most popular theories for understanding human
perceptions of animatronics, and it has directed a multitude of subsequent human-computer interaction investigations. I
extend the Uncanny Valley Theory to simulations, believing that the theory can guide future research in applications beyond
animatronics. While using simulations, users develop expectations of ﬁdelity. These perceptions are created when immediately starting the program, largely through observations of the digital environment. For example, if the simulation presents
a digital environment with relatively basic graphics, then the user will likely expect other aspects of the simulation to be
relatively dissimilar from reality. Many attributes can constitute these other aspects, but control is one of the most important.
The Uncanny Valley Theory predicts that if the other aspects are dissimilar from reality, the user would likely be comfortable
with their experiences. Similarly, if the simulation presents a digital environment with complex graphics, then the user will
likewise expect other aspects to be similar to reality. The Uncanny Valley Theory predict that if the other aspects are similar to
reality, the user would likely be comfortable with their experiences. These two examples represent the two ends of the
Uncanny Valley spectrum when applied to simulations, both of which predict positive user outcomes.
Alternatively, a simulation that presents a digital environment with basic graphics but other elements similar to reality
may cause an Uncanny Valley perception. That is, users would expect the simulation to be dissimilar to reality, but their other
conﬂicting interactions would cause feelings of uneasiness. The same would occur in a simulation that presents a digital
environment with complex graphics but other elements dissimilar to reality. These two examples represent the valley in the
Uncanny Valley spectrum, predicting negative user outcomes. Therefore, when applied to simulations, the Uncanny Valley
Theory predicts that the two game elements of environment and control jointly interact when predicting users’ outcomes.
Further, I propose that the Uncanny Valley effect in simulations prompts distraction and extraneous loads to working
memory, due to competing perceptual cues. When using a simulation that approaches reality, trainees observe their surroundings and expect a certain amount of control. For example, a simulation may appear to be extremely realistic, and
trainees would likewise expect the possible interactions to be realistic. If trainees interact with the environment and
encounter limited interactive possibilities, they may become uncomfortable and cognizant of their artiﬁcial environment.
This, in turn, would force the trainee to allocate mental resources towards an awareness of their digital surroundings.
Alternatively, if a simulation appears realistic with realistic interactions, the trainee may become comfortable with their
digital environment. As supported by prior research (Ghani & Deshpande, 1994; Trevino & Webster, 1992; Webster, Trevino, &
Ryan, 1994), individuals in comfortable digital environments (whether realistic or unrealistic) may even enter a state of ﬂow,
as the properties of the technology lend themselves to a seamless user experience. Whether ﬂow is achieved or not, it is
argued that simulations that are either distal or proximal to reality cause the trainee to devote fewer cognitive resources to
using the technology, as their perceptions would not conﬂict with their expectations. If a simulation only approaches reality,
perceptions would conﬂict with expectations and trainees must devote more cognitive resources to the technology.
Additionally, in a simulation context, these detriments to focus and working memory may subsequently reduce learning
outcomes, as learning outcomes require cognitive resources to be developed (Garner, 1992; Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2003;
Plass, Moreno, & Brünken, 2010; Rey, 2012). However, it is unclear whether the Uncanny Valley effects in simulations, if
they occur, do so at a conscious or subconscious level. It is possible that trainees directly notice the cognitive burdens of a
somewhat-realistic simulation, causing them to also report worse simulation reactions. It is also possible that the negative
cognitive effects are more subtle, as distraction and extraneous loads to working memory do not need to be consciously
processed to impact learning. In this case, simulation reactions may be largely unchanged. Therefore, trainee reactions can be
used to provide inferences regarding the (sub)conscious nature of the Uncanny Valley effect in simulations.
Furthermore, it should be noted that this proposal, about the impact of competing perceptual cues, is not completely
unfounded in investigations of the Uncanny Valley Theory. Some authors have analyzed the amount of time it takes for
individuals to categorize pictures of robots and humans into their respective categories (Ho & MacDorman, 2010; MacDorman
et al., 2009). These authors found that pictures taking longer to categorize prompted more psychological discomfort
(distraction) and conceptual confusion (loads to working memory), but did not inﬂuence emotional reactions. Thus, this
limited evidence suggests that the Uncanny Valley may prompt distraction and extraneous loads to working memory when
applied to simulations.
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To summarize, users have certain expectations of simulation ﬁdelity, and positive outcomes occur when simulations are
distal or proximal to reality. If a simulation only approaches reality, the user may become distracted and experience extraneous loads to their working memory. Further, users’ perceptions of simulation ﬁdelity are created through their observations
(environment) and interactions (control). If these observations indicate that a simulation is (dis)similar to reality but interactions indicate otherwise, then an Uncanny Valley perception may occur. For instance, a detailed environment indicates
that the simulation is realistic, but the user may interact with the environment and discover that possible opportunities, such
as range of movement, are dissimilar from reality. From this unexpected artiﬁciality and negative cognitive outcomes, the user
may experience reduced learning; however, it is unclear whether these cognitive outcomes occur on a conscious level. I
predict that if the environment is visually complex (basic) and the user has great (little) control over their surroundings,
trainees will experience greater learning outcomes. Alternatively, if the environment is complex (basic) but the user has little
(great) control over their surroundings, trainees will experience reduced learning outcomes.
Hypothesis 1. Environment and control in simulations produce a disordinal interaction when predicting learning outcomes, such
that learning outcomes are greatest when none or both elements are “high” and lowest when only one is “high.”
Hypothesis 2. Environment and control in simulations produce a disordinal interaction when predicting user reactions, such that
user reactions are greatest when none or both elements are “high” and lowest when only one is “high.”
In the following, two lab studies are reported that explore these two hypotheses. The method, analyses, and discussion for
each study are presented separately, followed by overall conclusions that summarize their combined ﬁndings. In the ﬁrst
study, the applied simulations differ by the amount of environment (no visual surroundings, movie theatre surroundings) and
control (unable to move avatar, able to move avatar) presented to the participants, which is believed to effect the realism of
the environments. In the second study, the applied simulations differ by the realism of environment (two-dimensional, three
dimensional) and control (monitor and mouse, head-mounted display) presented to the participants, but each simulation has
equal amounts of environment and control. Through this design, the current article is able to investigate the hypotheses and
replicate the ﬁndings under multiple scenarios, thereby providing a robust test of the research questions.
2. Study 1
2.1. Participants
Participants (N ¼ 76, Mage ¼ 18.95, SDage ¼ 1.01, 72% female, 71% Caucasian) were recruited from a large university in the
North-Eastern United States and compensated with course credit. Because simulations are a new training and education
approach, confounds unique to simulation research may have yet to be discovered. Thus, a lab study was performed to ensure
adequate internal validity and control for confounds. Participants were randomly assigned to one-of-four conditions with 19
in each condition (as described in more detail below). A power analysis indicated that this sample was adequate to gauge
large effects.
2.2. Method
Participants provided their written consent on entering the lab, and they answered a pre-questionnaire that included
questions about demographic characteristics. Then, participants were assigned to one of the four experimental conditions
(described below) that involved viewing a video. On completion, participants answered a post-questionnaire to gauge reactions followed by a post-test to gauge learning.
Participants were assigned to one-of-four experimental conditions, separated by fully crossed-conditions of low/high
environment and low/high control. The extent of environment was deﬁned by the simulation software, and the extent of
control was deﬁned by the instructions.
The low environment program is entitled VR Player. In the program, users take a ﬁrst-person perspective of a minimal
virtual environment. The user's surroundings are completely black, and nothing can be seen except a two-dimensional screen.
Any video can be played on the screen through the program menu. A visual presentation is included in Fig. 2. When using the
program in the low control condition, users were told that they could only change their point-of-view through moving their
mouse. When using the program in the high control condition, users were told that they could change their point-of-view
through moving their mouse and they could change their bodily positioning through the directional keys. Users could
move in any direction, including up and down, as there was no observable ﬂoor to tether them; however, participants were
instructed that they must remain in front of the screen.
The high environment program is Riftmax Theatre. In the program, users take a ﬁrst-person perspective of a detailed
virtual environment. The user's surroundings are a virtual theater, including a screen, stage, seats, and all other aspects of a
realistic theater. Any video can be played on the screen through the program menu. A visual presentation is included in Fig. 3.
When using the program in the low control conditions, users were seated in the center of the theater and told that they could
only change their point-of-view through moving their mouse. When using the program in the high control condition, users
began at the front of the theater. They were told that they could change their point-of-view through moving their mouse and
they could change their bodily positioning through the directional keys. Users could move in any direction, except up and
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Fig. 2. Visual representation of VR player.

Fig. 3. Visual representation of riftmax theatre.

down, as an observable ﬂoor tethered them to the ground; however, participants were instructed that they could not leave the
movie theatre. Before starting the video, users were told to take a seat, but they could choose to walk-around once the video
started.
In all conditions, participants were instructed to familiarize themselves with the controls before starting the video, and
they individually watched a 21-min presentation in the assigned program. This presentation was taken from TED.com, and
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discussed the changing nature of the global economy. This video was chosen because it provided ample declarative
knowledge that could be tested, and participants generally favored the video in pilot studies.
The speciﬁc simulation software was chosen for two primary purposes. First, the simulation programs allow a test of the
hypotheses while holding all other aspects constant. Second, the simulation programs, particularly Riftmax Theatre, are
similar to those proposed by popular press media as the future of education and training tools. Several authors have proposed
that future educational and training instruction will be performed in simulation environments that replicate settings of
student and trainee development, such as a classroom. For example, Gardiola (2008) notes that several Canadian universities
began regular presentations of lectures through the simulation program, Second Life, almost a decade ago. In the current
study, the programs tested are similar to those already used for educational and organizational purposes, as well as those
predicted to be applied in the near future. Therefore, the investigation of these programs offers implications for theory and
practice.

2.3. Measures
Unless otherwise noted, responses ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree).
2.3.1. Environment
A dummy coded variable was created to gauge the effect of the simulation environment. The low environment condition,
VR Player, was coded as a “0.” The high environment condition, Riftmax Theater, was coded as a “1.”
2.3.2. Control
A dummy coded variable was created to gauge the effect of simulation control. The low control condition, which involved
reduced movement instruction, was coded as a “0.” The high control condition, which involved full movement instruction,
was coded as a “1.”

2.4. Post-questionnaire
2.4.1. Engagement in material
Seven self-created items gauged engagement in the learning material. An example item is, “The program kept my interest.”
The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.96.
2.4.2. Distraction by technology
Eight self-created items gauged distraction by the technology. An example item is, “I was more focused on the program
than the material.” The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.93.
2.4.3. Preference for online class
Nine self-created items gauged preference for the technology in future online classes. An example item is, “I would be
happy if online class lectures were presented in this way.” The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.98.

2.5. Post-test
Thirty questions were created to gauge participants’ retention of the presentation material, and these questions were
based on material that was directly spoken or demonstrated by the presenter. The Cronbach alpha of these thirty items
was 0.73, and an example item is “Which Latin American country had the lowest childhood survival rate?” with the
correct answer being “Haiti.” Each of these items were multiple-choice format with four possible responses.
Table 1
Correlations and cronbach alphas of study 1 variables.

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)

Age
Gender
Environment
Control
Engagement in Material
Distraction by Medium
Preference for Online Class
Post-Test Score

*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N/A
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.16
0.05
0.10

N/A
0.02
0.08
0.21
0.16
0.09
0.26*

N/A
0.00
0.13
0.07
0.01
0.03

N/A
0.09
0.14
0.02
0.01

0.96
0.57**
0.69**
0.43**

0.93
0.63**
0.35**

0.98
0.31**

0.73
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Table 2
Means and standard deviations of all study 1 outcome measures separated by condition.
Environment

Control

Engagement in Material

Distraction by Medium

Preference for Online Class

Post-Test Score

Low

Low
High
Total
Low
High
Total
Low
High
Total

3.782
4.068
3.925
4.195
4.444
4.320
3.989
4.256
4.122

3.217
3.059
3.138
3.612
3.046
3.329
3.414
3.053
3.233

3.825
3.754
3.789
3.713
3.908
3.811
3.769
3.831
3.800

0.630
0.546
0.588
0.560
0.635
0.597
0.595
0.590
0.593

High

Total

(1.485)
(1.407)
(1.434)
(1.599)
(1.526)
(1.547)
(1.536)
(1.460)
(1.495)

(1.438)
(1.280)
(1.345)
(1.123)
(1.456)
(1.316)
(1.290)
(1.352)
(1.325)

(1.828)
(1.490)
(1.645)
(1.736)
(2.154)
(1.932)
(1.759)
(1.828)
(1.782)

(0.159)
(0.157)
(0.161)
(0.160)
(0.131)
(0.149)
(0.161)
(0.150)
(0.155)

Table 3
Univariate ANOVA results of study 1.
Engagement in Material

1.) Environment
2.) Control
3.) Interaction
Error

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
72

2.961
1.354
0.007
2.267

1.306
0.597
0.003
R2

0.018
0.008
0.000
0.026

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
72

0.692
2.488
0.790
1.775

0.390
1.402
0.445
R2

0.005
0.019
0.006
0.030

Distraction by Technology
1.) Environment
2.) Control
3.) Interaction
Error
Online Class Preference
1.) Environment
2.) Control
3.) Interaction
Error

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
72

0.009
0.073
0.333
3.303

0.003
0.022
0.101
R2

0.000
0.000
0.001
0.002

Post-Test Score
1.) Environment
2.) Control
3.) Interaction
Error

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
72

0.002
0.000
0.121
0.023

0.076
0.016
5.222*
R2

0.001
0.000
0.068
0.069

*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.

3. Results
Correlations and Cronbach alphas of all measures are presented in Table 1. Means and standard deviations of all
outcome measures separated by condition are listed in Table 2. To gauge the main effects and interactions of environment and control on all outcome variables, multiple univariate ANOVAs were performed. Results of each are presented in Table 3. Environment and control individually did not demonstrate a signiﬁcant main effect with any variable.
The interaction of environment and control was signiﬁcant in predicting learning outcomes (F[1, 72] ¼ 5.222, partial
h2 ¼ 0.068, p < 0.05). When analyzing the means for each experimental condition, the Low Environment/Low Control
and High Environment/High Control groups demonstrated the greatest post-test scores (0.630 and 0.635 respectively),
whereas the Low Environment/High Control and High Environment/Low Control demonstrated the lowest post-test
scores (0.546 and 0.560 respectively). A visual representation of these results are presented in Fig. 4. These results
support Hypothesis 1, which predicted that environment and control would produce the demonstrated disordinal
moderation when predicting post-test scores.
In contrast, the interaction of environment and control was not signiﬁcant in predicting the user engagement with the
material (F[1, 72] ¼ 0.003, partial h2 ¼ 0.000, p > 0.05), distraction by the medium (F[1, 72] ¼ 0.445, partial h2 ¼ 0.006,
p > 0.05), or preference for online class (F[1, 72] ¼ 0.101, partial h2 ¼ 0.001, p > 0.05). These results do not support Hypothesis
2.
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Fig. 4. Visual representation of environment and control predicting post-test scores in study 1.

4. Discussion of study 1
The results of Study 1 supported Hypothesis 1. Environment and control produced a disordinal interaction when predicting learning outcomes: learning was greatest when neither or both environment and control were both high or both low,
and the lowest when the reality of environment and control contrasted (i.e. one was high and the other was low). These
results support the extension of the Uncanny Valley Theory to simulations. Study 1 also indicated, in relation to Hypothesis 2,
that environment and control had no main or interactive effects on reactions to the simulation, including engagement in
material, distraction by technology, and preference for technology in future online classes.
I predicted that an Uncanny Valley perception in simulations would cause distraction and extraneous loads to working
memory, due to the dissonance between expectations and reality. In conditions that an Uncanny Valley perception would be
expected to occur, participants had lower post-test scores. This ﬁnding indicates that these participants may have incurred
negative impacts to their working memory, thereby reducing their post-test performance; however, participants did not have
signiﬁcant reactions to differences in environment and control. Particularly, participants did not perceive the technology as
distracting, even in conditions that an Uncanny Valley perception was predicted to occur. This ﬁnding may indicate that the
effects of the Uncanny Valley perception in simulations may occur at a subconscious level. Although participants may incur
detriments to their working memory and other cognitive resources, they may not consciously perceive such effects. Study 2
probes these ﬁndings further.
Study 1 investigated the joint impact of environment and control in a simulation environment through manipulating the
amount of environment (added theatre surroundings) and control (added bodily movement), which was believed to alter the
realism of the environment. Study 2 investigates the impact of adding more realistic environment and control without
altering the amount of environment and control. The results may provide further support for Study 1 and additional inferences regarding simulation realism and the Uncanny Valley.
5. Study 2
5.1. Participants
Participants (N ¼ 94, Mage ¼ 19.35, SDage ¼ 1.89, 73% female, 74% Caucasian) were recruited from a large Northeastern
university and compensated with course credit. Study 2 occurred during a different semester than Study 1, making it unlikely
that any participants from Study 1 also participated in Study 2. Participants were randomly assigned to one-of-four conditions, which are described below. A power analysis indicated that this sample was adequate to gauge large effects.
5.2. Method
Participants provided their written consent on entering the lab, and they answered a pre-questionnaire that included
measures of knowledge of space and interest in space. Then, participants were assigned to an experimental condition
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(described below) with each condition containing between 22 and 25 participants. On completion of the learning material,
participants answered a post-questionnaire to gauge reactions followed by a post-test to gauge learning.
Participants were assigned to one-of-four experimental conditions, separated by fully crossed-conditions of unrealistic/
realistic environment and unrealistic/realistic control. The extent of environment was deﬁned by the simulation software, and
the extent of control was deﬁned by the experimental instructions.
The unrealistic environment program was VR Player, as used in Study 1. When using the program in the unrealistic control
condition, users viewed the video (described below) via computer monitor. Participants were told that they could only change
their point-of-view through moving their mouse, and no other actions were possible. When using the program in the realistic
control condition, users viewed the video via the head-mounted display (HMD), Oculus Rift Development Kit 1. The Rift, like
any other HMD, is self-contained hardware worn on an individual's head, akin to night-vision goggles, with a digital display
that covers the wearer's eyes. When wearing HMDs, the hardware display occupies the individuals' entire ﬁeld of vision, and
the HMD tracks the users' head movements to align their point-of-view in the digital environment. This allows for realistic
point-of-view controls. The Rift uses two lenses that form a 1280  800 pixel display with a DVI and HDMI video connection.
In the realistic control conditions, users were told that they could change their point-of-view through moving their head, and
no other actions were possible. As the unrealistic and realistic control conditions allowed point-of-view changes and nothing
else, both conditions provided the same amount of control but differed in the realism of the control.
The realistic environment program was Titans of Space. In the program, users take a ﬁrst-person perspective of a tour
through space. The user is stationary on the observation deck of a spaceship that ﬂies by the planets and moons within our
solar system. On arriving at each planet or moon, information about the celestial object appears on a display. A visual presentation of the program is included in Fig. 5. When using the program in the unrealistic control condition, users view the
program via a computer monitor. Participants were told that they could only change their point-of-view by moving their
mouse, and no other actions were possible. When using the program in the realistic control condition, users viewed the
program via the head-mounted display (HMD), Oculus Rift Development Kit 1. Users were told that they could change their
point-of-view by moving their head, and no other actions were possible.
For the realistic environment condition, users progressed throughout the Titans of Space program until they visited all the
included planets and moons. For the unrealistic environment condition, users watched a screen-captured recording of the
Titans of Space program through the VR Player software. Pilot testing ensured that the screen-captured recording viewed
each planet for an appropriate amount of time, and provided participants the opportunity to read each fact about the planet.
This resulted in a ﬁrst-person adventure through space with the same digital environment; however, users still viewed the
experience from an unrealistic two-dimensional projection in a dark three-dimensional environment. This resulted in the
same amount of environment in the conditions, as both presented the same walkthrough of space, but they differed on the
realism of the environments, as one was presented naturally and the other was presented through an unnatural twodimensional display.
It is worth noting that the HMD used here, the Rift, is claimed to be the future of education and training. In 2012, Facebook
bought the company, Oculus, that develops the Rift. After their purchase, discussions immediately began about Facebook

Fig. 5. Visual representation of titans of space.
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implementing the Rift into schools and organizations (Lufkin, 2014; Tweedie, 2014). Practitioners and teachers could instruct
distant trainees and students through innovative hardware. Once again, through testing this cutting-edge platform, the
current study provides theoretical implications as well as an immediate impact on practice.
5.3. Measures
Unless otherwise noted, responses ranged from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree).
5.3.1. Environment
A dummy coded variable was created to gauge the effect of simulation environment. The unrealistic environment condition, VR Player, was coded as a “0.” The realistic environment condition, Titans-of-Space, was coded as a “1.”
5.3.2. Control
A dummy coded variable was created to gauge the effect of simulation control. The unrealistic control condition, the
monitor, was coded as a “0.” The realistic control condition, the HMD, was coded as a “1.”
5.4. Pre-questionnaire
5.4.1. Knowledge of space
Eight items gauged participants' knowledge of space. An example item is, “Compared to other people, I know a lot about
space.” The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.86.
5.4.2. Interest in space
Eight items gauged participants' interest in space. An example item is, “I want to learn more about space.” The scale's
Cronbach Alpha was 0.95.
5.5. Post-questionnaire
5.5.1. Engagement in material
Study 2 used the same measure as Study 1 for engagement in material, but it was slightly adapted to better ﬁt the conditions. Its Cronbach alpha was 0.97.
5.5.2. Distraction by medium
Study 2 used the same measure as Study 1 for distraction by medium, but it was slightly adapted to better ﬁt the conditions. The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.92.
5.5.3. Training reactions
Five items gauged participants' reactions towards the training. An example items is, “The information was easy to learn.”
The scale's Cronbach Alpha was 0.70.
5.5.4. Sickness
As HMDs may prompt feelings of sickness that worsens user reactions and outcomes, sickness was used as a control
variable. The 10-item simulator sickness questionnaire was administered, which lists several symptoms (Kennedy, Lane,
Berbaum, & Lilienthal, 1993) and as the extent that the participant feels these symptoms. The scale's Cronbach alpha was 0.81.
5.6. Post-test
Thirty questions were created to gauge participants’ retention of the instructional material, and these questions were
based on material that was directly written or demonstrated by the program or video. The Cronbach alpha of these thirty
items was 0.71, and an example item is “Which planet has the most moons?” with the correct answer being “Jupiter.” Each of
these items were multiple-choice format with four possible responses.
6. Results
Correlations and Cronbach alphas of all measures are presented in Table 4. Means and standard deviations of all outcome
measures separated by condition are listed in Table 5. To gauge the main effects and interactions of environment and control
on all outcome variables, multiple univariate ANOVAs were performed. Each are presented in Table 6. Environment was
signiﬁcant in predicting each reaction, whereas control was signiﬁcant in predicting engagement in the presentation and
distraction by the medium. The interaction of environment and control was signiﬁcant in predicting learning outcomes (F[1,
89] ¼ 5.661, partial h2 ¼ 0.060, p < 0.05). When analyzing the estimated marginal means for each experimental condition,
while holding sickness constant, the Unrealistic Environment/Unrealistic Control and Realistic Environment/Realistic Control
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Table 4
Correlations and cronbach alphas of study 2 variables.

1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)
8.)
9.)

Age
Gender
Environment
Control
Engagement in Material
Distraction by Medium
Training Reactions
Post-Test Score
Sickness

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

N/A
0.07
0.09
0.04
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.01
0.11

N/A
0.07
0.06
0.16
0.02
0.07
0.23*
0.13

N/A
0.04
0.38**
0.40**
0.36**
0.09
0.13

N/A
0.22*
0.10
0.04
0.24*
0.38**

0.97
0.58**
0.23*
0.28**
-0.13

0.92
0.35**
0.21*
0.33**

0.70
0.29**
0.24*

0.71
0.29**

0.81

*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.

Table 5
Estimated marginal means and standard error of all study 2 outcome measures separated by condition.
Environment

Control

Engagement in Material

Distraction by Medium

Training Reactions

Post-Test Score

Low

Low
High
Total
Low
High
Total
Low
High
Total

4.443
4.873
4.658
5.075
6.262
5.668
4.759
5.567
5.163

3.592
3.170
3.381
2.897
2.253
2.575
3.245
2.711
2.978

3.479
3.879
3.679
4.312
4.380
4.346
3.895
4.129
4.012

0.635
0.519
0.577
0.589
0.610
0.599
0.612
0.564
0.588

High

Total

(0.264)
(0.291)
(0.193)
(0.284)
(0.270)
(0.192)
(0.197)
(0.202)
(0.135)

(0.209)
(0.230)
(0.153)
(0.225)
(0.214)
(0.152)
(0.156)
(0.160)
(0.107)

(0.191)
(0.209)
(0.139)
(0.205)
(0.195)
(0.139)
(0.142)
(0.146)
(0.098)

(0.028)
(0.031)
(0.020)
(0.030)
(0.029)
(0.020)
(0.021)
(0.021)
(0.014)

Note: All values are estimated marginal means with sickness held constant.

Table 6
Univariate ANOVA results of study 2.
Engagement in Material

1.) Sickness
2.) Environment
3.) Control
4.) Interaction
Error

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
1
89

6.323
23.347
13.005
3.367
1.720

3.676
16.575**
7.562*
1.958
R2

0.040
0.132
0.078
0.022
0.23

Distraction by Technology
1.) Sickness
2.) Environment
3.) Control
4.) Interaction
Error

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
1
89

15.633
14.884
5.663
0.291
1.075

14.544**
16.848**
5.269*
0.270
R2

0.140
0.135
0.056
0.003
0.28

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
1
89

4.916
10.176
1.090
0.652
0.893

5.506*
11.396**
1.221
0.730
R2

0.058
0.114
0.014
0.008
0.19

Training Reactions
1.) Sickness
2.) Environment
3.) Control
4.) Interaction
Error
Post-Test Score
1.) Sickness
2.) Environment
3.) Control
4.) Interaction
Error
*p < 0.05.
**p < 0.01.

df

Mean Square

F

Partial h2

1
1
1
1
89

0.084
0.011
0.046
0.109
0.019

4.333*
0.595
2.380
5.661*
R2

0.046
0.007
0.026
0.060
0.16
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groups demonstrated the greatest average post-test scores (0.635 and 0.610). The Realistic Environment/Unrealistic Control
and the Unrealistic Environment/Realistic control groups demonstrated the lowest average scores (0.589 and 0.519). A visual
representation of these resulted are presented in Fig. 6. These results support Hypothesis 1, which predicted that environment
and control would produce the demonstrated disordinal moderation when predicting post-test scores.
The interaction of environment and control was not signiﬁcant in predicting the user reactions of engagement in the
material (F[1, 89] ¼ 1.958, partial h2 ¼ 0.022, p > 0.05), distraction by the medium (F[1, 89] ¼ 0.270, partial h2 ¼ 0.003,
p > 0.05), and preference for online class (F[1, 89] ¼ 0.730, partial h2 ¼ 0.008, p > 0.05). These results did not support Hypothesis 2, which predicted an interaction between environment and control when predicting reactions.
To address a possible alternative explanation, all analyses were repeated while controlling for two variables gauged during
the pre-questionnaire, knowledge of space and interest in space. Even when controlling for these two variables, the statistical
signiﬁcance of all results remained unchanged. Because recent authors have strongly criticized the excessive control of
variables in modern psychological research (Becker, 2005; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012; Spector & Brannick,
2011), these analyses are not reported in full.
7. Discussion of study 2
The results of Study 2 replicated those of Study 1. Hypothesis 1 was supported, whereas Hypothesis 2 was not supported.
Environment and control produced a disordinal interaction when predicting learning outcomes: learning was greatest when
neither or both environment and control were both high or both low, and the lowest when the reality of environment and
control contrasted (i.e. one was high and the other was low). These results support the extension of the Uncanny Valley
Theory to simulations. On the other hand, environment and control had no main or interactive effects on reactions to the
simulation, including engagement in material, distraction by technology, and general training reactions. Again, these ﬁndings
indicates that these participants may have incurred negative impacts to their working memory, thereby reducing their posttest performance; however, the effects of the Uncanny Valley perception in simulations may occur at a subconscious level, as
participants did not report worse reactions.
8. General discussion
The Uncanny Valley Theory states that animatronics with a human-like appearance, but distinctly not human, prompt
feelings of uneasiness and disgust, and I extended this theory to simulations in the current article. I proposed that simulations
that approach reality would reduce learning (Hypothesis 1) and cause negative user reactions (Hypothesis 2). Using this
theoretical extension, I also predicted that environment and control produce a disordinal interaction when predicting training
and education outcomes, as conditions with high levels of only one-or-the-other would cause an Uncanny Valley effect.
The results of two studies supported these notions for learning (supporting Hypothesis 1). In both studies, participants in
conditions expected to cause an Uncanny Valley perception had the lowest post-test scores. Also in both studies, participants

Fig. 6. Visual Representation of Environment and Control Predicting Post-Test Scores in Study 2.
Note: Values are estimated marginal means with controlling for sickness.
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did not differ in their reactions across conditions (not supporting Hypothesis 2). Most notably, trainees did not perceive the
technology as distracting. While the distracting elements of the simulation impacted learning outcomes, participants seemed
to have not noticed the effects of the technology. Therefore, the Uncanny Valley perception in simulations may impact
learners at a subconscious level, and reduce learning outcomes unbeknownst to the learners. These ﬁndings provide several
considerations for future research and practice.
8.1. Implications and future directions
More research is needed to understand the Uncanny Valley across all human-computer interaction research, but particularly with regard to simulations. As mentioned, simulations are being rapidly applied in organizations to develop trainee
knowledge, skills, and abilities (Adkins, 2013; Kapp, 2012). Similarly, business schools regularly apply simulations for MBA
education, believing that the technology can provide effective and uniform instruction (Avramenko, 2012; Ben-Zvi, 2010). In
practice, practitioners and educators should be extremely cautious when using these programs. As both studies demonstrated, certain effects in simulations may negatively impact learning outcomes, even if trainees are unable to perceive such
effects. If a simulation is applied in a workplace or university without adequate testing, trainee learning and development
may be unknowingly reduced via the Uncanny Valley, and self-report measures would be unable to detect such effects.
Likewise, Study 2 demonstrated that innovative computer hardware, HMDs, may cause an Uncanny Valley perception,
thereby reducing learning outcomes. Although HMDs are heralded as the future of education, they may be detrimental to
learning without proper software. Therefore, in training and education contexts, practitioners and educators need to consider
their software as well as their hardware.
With regard to research, future authors should continue to test the Uncanny Valley in simulations. Replications of ﬁndings
are needed before any observed effects can be considered reliable.
Although the current article proposed that individuals have certain expectations of environment and control, certain
expectations may exist with other elements. For example, an Uncanny Valley perception may be created through varying the
multiple types of interaction (equipment, interpersonal, and social), as each of these have direct implications for perceived
realism (Bedwell et al., 2012). Although the current study explicitly tested environment and control because these two elements were believed to produce the strongest interactive effects, other elements may provide similar results.
Further, authors should also explore the subconscious nature of the Uncanny Valley in simulations. In both studies,
participants did not perceive the effects of the Uncanny Valley in simulations, but neither study directly showed that any
subconscious processes actually occurred. Innovative methods could be applied to directly test for subconscious impacts to
working memory, and subsequent analyses could test for the mediation of working memory between simulation conditions
and learning. Previously, authors have tested for the subconscious effects of the Uncanny Valley through measuring millisecond responses to picture stimuli. In a simulation context, however, it may be impossible to gauge these momentary responses, as a simulation inherently involves extended interactions (Ho & MacDorman, 2010; MacDorman et al., 2009).
Outside of Uncanny Valley research, authors have analyzed subconscious processes through implicit associations, conditional
reasoning, and specialized experiments (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005; James & LeBreton, 2012;
Shantz & Latham, 2009). Nevertheless, studying subconscious processes is still notoriously difﬁcult, and an identiﬁcation of
exact subconscious processes may require several additional studies. Future simulation research should adapt these methods
and others to better understand the Uncanny Valley effect and other dynamics.
Aside from implications about Uncanny Valley Theory, both studies provide important inferences about methods to study
game elements. As mentioned, many authors have investigated game elements through analyzing entire simulations
(Bedwell et al., 2012; Djaouti et al., 2011; Marne et al., 2012). For instance, Adams (1998) demonstrated that the popular
computer game, SimCity 2000, is effective at developing trainees’ declarative knowledge partially though increasing their
motivation; however, SimCity 2000 also includes the game elements of assessment, conﬂict, control, and rules/goals (Bedwell
et al., 2012). In studies that analyze entire simulations, authors cannot make substantive claims about the nature of individual
elements, but only all included elements together. The current study only manipulated individual elements between the
conditions, allowing for more precise inferences to be made. Future research should likewise investigate individual elements
instead of entire simulations to better understand their effects, and the current article can be a model for these future studies.
In studying individual elements, future research should likewise test for interactive effects. While environment and
control were studied due to their centrality in all simulations, other elements may be equally important for particular
simulations. Particularly, assessment (measurement of achievement) and challenge (amount of difﬁculty) have been shown to
increase trainee competitiveness and motivation during a training program (Charsky, 2010; Raybourn, 2007; Wouters, Van
der Spek, & Van Oostendorp, 2009). It is possible, if not likely, that these two elements produce an interactive effect when
tested together. In performing this research, authors can obtain more accurate understandings of individual elements as well
as elements together, satisfying several calls by previous researchers. Again, the current article can be a model for these future
studies.
Lastly, both studies applied hardware and software that is believed to be the future of education and training, such as
HMDs (Gardiola, 2008; Lufkin, 2014; Tweedie, 2014). Both studies also suggest that these cutting-edge technologies may
actually reduce learning outcomes, and traditional training and education programs may be more effective in certain situations. Authors studying technology itself should take note of these ﬁndings, and determine similar situations where the
applied technologies may worsen outcomes.
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8.2. Limitations
As with all studies, certain limitations should be addressed. Most notably, both studies used student samples that overrepresented females; however, the decision to use student samples was made due to advantages of lab studies. Because
simulation games are a new training approach, confounds unique to simulation game research may have yet to be discovered.
A lab study can ensure adequate internal validity to control for possible unknown confounds, which is extremely important
when studying new concepts (Cook & Campbell, 1976; Cook, Campbell, & Day, 1979; Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 1993; Shadish,
Cook, & Campbell, 2002).
Relatedly, simulations in real-world applications must be applied for certain purposes, such as training and development.
In these contexts, it is extremely difﬁcult to include research conditions that do not include all “best practices,” and it is even
more difﬁcult to include conditions that may knowingly worsen participant outcomes, such as employee reactions or
learning. In contrast to Studies 1 and 2, a naturalistic setting would likely require the simulations to include additional and
irrelevant game elements, such as assessment and challenge, to improve participant learning outcomes, thereby disallowing
direct inferences about environment and control alone. It would also be extremely unlikely that organizations would allow
conditions that may prompt Uncanny Valley perceptions, due to its negative inﬂuence on employee outcomes. Therefore, a
lab setting was preferred to study the research questions of the current article.
Additionally, the sample sizes of both studies were relatively small. It is possible that the studies did not have enough
power to detect effects, but the following factors helps to mitigate these risks. When analyzing the effect sizes, almost all
statistically non-signiﬁcant results were very small, and larger sample sizes would still consider these results non-signiﬁcant.
Also, both studies employed a full factorial research design, effectively doubling the sample size of all analyses (Collins et al.,
2007, 2009, 2011; Howard & Jacobs, 2016).
The chosen research design provides several other beneﬁts. In Studies 1 and 2, participants were randomly assigned to
conditions. Ample research has shown that random assignment to experimental conditions largely nulliﬁes any individual
differences that may obfuscate the nature of any true group differences (Cook & Campbell, 1976; Cook et al., 1979; Shadish
et al., 2002; Wilkinson, 1999). Also, in Study 2, analyses were performed that controlled for participants’ knowledge of
space and interest in space. The inherent beneﬁts of random assignment and these additional analyses strongly suggest that
the experimental manipulations caused any observed group differences rather than any individual differences of the participants, such as space knowledge or space interest. Thus, the observed results are more likely to be due to the manipulation
of environment and control than to any other effects.
As with all training and/or technology research, the results of the current article are positioned in the context of particular
training programs. It is possible that the observed effects are speciﬁc to the tested programs, but this is a general limitation
with all training and/or technology research. The current study addresses these limitations by testing multiple software
programs and hardware devices were tested. Many studies only test a single simulation against an alternative, or, at best, may
include two simulation conditions with different hardware or software (Adams, 1998; Djaouti et al., 2011; Marne et al., 2012).
Studies 1 and 2 both had fully-crossed conditions comparing two different hardware and software, resulting in four different
simulations. In addition, across the two studies, the simulations used in the four conditions were very different, resulting in
eight simulations being tested in total. Therefore, while the results must be interpreted with the limitations of training and/or
technology studies in mind, the precautions taken in the current study provide beneﬁts beyond many prior investigations.
Lastly, the measures were self-created to be speciﬁc to the lab context. It was believed that creating measures speciﬁc to
the research design would improve the internal validity of the studies. Also, each measure was adapted from prior related
measures that have been shown to be valid, which helps ensure that the self-created measures gauged their intended
construct.

9. Conclusion
This paper extends the Uncanny Valley Theory from animatronics to simulations. It predicted that:
 simulations that approach reality may prompt an Uncanny Valley effect, thereby encumbering cognitive resources and
worsening learning outcomes.
 environment and control are two primary elements in determining the perceived realism of a simulation. When both are
“low” or “high,” the simulation is either distal or proximal to reality, respectively. When one is “low” and the other is “high”
then the realism of the simulation approaches reality and may cause an Uncanny Valley effect.
These predictions were supported. In both studies, using multiple software and hardware conﬁgurations, simulations with
offset environment and control produced worse learning outcomes, but the interaction had no effects on trainee reactions.
These results indicate that the Uncanny Valley effect occurs in simulations, but effects trainees subconsciously. Future authors
should further research the Uncanny Valley Theory in the context of simulations, as well as the effects and interactions of
individual simulation elements.
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